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Abstract—Transmission system operators utilize phasor
measurement unit devices from different vendors. Those
devices are basic parts of Wide Area Monitoring Protection
and Control system installed in control center. Detail study
work needs to be obtained in order to have deep analyses of
data generated from those devices. Data gathered in
WAMPAC system is used as input for protection and control
functions. Extensive laboratory and field test procedures have
to be carried out for whole chain of phasor data. Complete
testing from substation to control center is presented.
Index Terms—phasor measurement unit,
algorithm, protection function, WAMPAC system.

I.

estimation

INTRODUCTION

Current status of Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) in
Croatian Transmission System Operator (TSO) matches
requirements of Wide Area Monitoring system (WAMS)
which was a target application in mid 2000 when pilot
devices were deployed [1], [2]. Implementation of particular
protection functions within Wide Area Monitoring Protection
And Control (WAMPAC) system based on phasor data
imposes additional study work and extensive testing
activities [3], [4].
There are two PMU models installed in high voltage
transmission network (400 and 220 kV) delivered from
different vendors. Phasor estimation algorithms [5], [6], [7]
on both models work according to standards valid at the
moment of deploying. First generation PMU device, in
further text denoted as PMU_A is based on IEEE 1344
standard [8]whereas newest PMU device, denoted as
PMU_B, has estimation algorithm according to IEEE
C37.118 standard class P recommendation [9], [10].
Different phasor estimation algorithms in PMUs can have
significant impact on phasor data process in WAMPAC
system. Therefore, comprehensive analyses have to be
carried out before protection function in WAMPAC system
[11], [12], [13], [14] will be released to production phase.
For instance, protection function which is implemented only
on one transmission line side are far less sensitive to PMU
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algorithms differences than protection function which acts
upon phasor data from both transmission line sides.
Study work includes laboratory [15] and field testing of
protection loop that embeds PMUs from different vendors.
II.

LABORATORY AND FIELD TESTING SET UP

The goal of this study work was to precisely determine
behavior in static and dynamic conditions for phasor
estimation algorithms in PMUs from different vendors. Basic
testing scheme is on Fig. 1. Testing was done with two sets
of time synchronized testing apparatus. Synchronization was
done by GPS antenna. Different simulation scenarios were
prepared and started simultaneously on both apparatuses and
PMUs. In the first phase of the study tests were performed in
laboratory and resulting synchrophasors were collected by
laboratory Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC).
PDC IP: 192.168.10.1

GPS
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STER PMU-R1
IP: 192.168.10.11
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Fig. 1. Basic scheme for PMUs and WAMPAC testing

Testing simulations were based on collecting the PMUs
response for ramping and continuous changes for three phase
voltage input. The following changes were tested:
•
•
•
•

Positive sequence voltage amplitude step,
Positive sequence voltage phase angle step,
Single phase voltage amplitude and phase step,
System frequency step,

•
•

System frequency ramping,
Voltage angle modulation.

All test signals were generated using two professional
calibrated apparatuses which were capable to simulate
voltage and current suitable for these purposes. There were
synchronized on UTC time by GPS receiver in micro second
range. Simulations scenarios were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Step changes of voltage amplitude to 90% and
110%,
Step changes of voltage phase of 1°, 5° and 10°,
Step changes of voltage frequency of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0
and 2.0 Hz,
Voltage amplitude and phase change in 1 ms step
during one period (20 ms),
Simulation of one phase fault,
Frequency modulation checks and,
Frequency ramping check.

For each test performed, PMU_A model was set in three
different setups:
•
•
•

“PMU_AA” - default setup on devices in TSO
network, adaptive sampling enabled with group
delay of output filtering 73.7ms.
“PMU_AB” - adaptive sampling enabled, output
filtering disabled,
“PMU_AC” - adaptive sampling disabled, output
filtering disabled.

Fig. 2. PMU_AA and PMU_B response to step voltage amplitude change

In further analysis PMU_A will be named as PMU_AA,
PMU_AB and PMU_AC according to active settings.
III.

RESULTS AND ANALYSES FOR LABORATORY AND
FIELD TEST

A. Voltage amplitude stepping
The main goal of this test procedure is to check the PMU
response to 90% and 110% voltage amplitude stepping at
nominal frequency. Diagram on Fig. 2 presents comparison
between PMU_AA and PMU_B. Amplitudes of positive
sequence component voltages are presented on upper part
whereas phase angles are on lower part.
Fig. 3 shows responses to step change for all PMUs.
PMU_B exhibits the fastest response. PMU_AB and
PMU_AC have similar responses within transition period of
one reporting cycle. More detailed testing not presented in
this work exposed that there could be none or one transition
reading between two steady states in PMU_B algorithm.
Algorithms PMU_AB and PMU_AC exhibit one or two
intermediate measurements. This leads to a conclusion that
PMU_A has estimation window length of 2 cycles whereas
PMU_B has shorter, single cycle estimation window length.
PMU_AA response is delayed by additional filtering.
Transition period ends eight reporting cycles after step
change.

Fig. 3. PMU_AA, PMU_AB, PMU_AC and PMU_B responses to
amplitude voltage step change

B. Voltage phase angle stepping
Comparison between PMU_AA and PMU_B responses
to 1°, 5° and 10° phase step changes at nominal magnitude
and frequency is presented on Fig. 4. It is authors’ opinion
that variation in PMU_AA amplitude can be neglected in
protection algorithm. On the other hand, angle errors in
PMU_AA exhibits significant delays and overshoot and were
examined more closely. Fig. 5 presents angle response to
+10° and -10° steps in 2.5 and 3 s. On this figure, angle
reported by PMU_B is used as an angle reference. Negative
values in PMU_AA, PMU_AB and PMU_AC responses for
2.5 s disclosure that PMU_B has the fastest response.
Filtering in PMU_AA results with the slowest response,
similar to amplitude step response.

PMU_AC compared to reference PMU_B are shown on Fig.
6.
PMU_AC has permanent error in angle reporting that
changes at slope -4.5° per +1 Hz deviation from nominal
frequency. Adaptive sampling algorithm enabled in
PMU_AB suppresses angle error in steady state. Transition
period lasts three reporting intervals i.e. 60 ms after
frequency step.

Fig. 4. PMU_AA and PMU_B responses on voltage phase step changes

Fig. 6. PMU_AB and PMU_AC responses to frequency stepping, (a)
angle differences to PMU_B reference, (b) frequency change in steps

Fig. 5. Voltage angle difference between reference PMU_B and
PMU_AA, PMU_AB and PMU_AC

D. Frequency ramping
Evaluation of response to linear frequency change was
simulated using ±1 Hz/s frequency ramp. Readings of
voltage amplitude are shown on Fig. 7a.

Response lag at PMU_AC lasting one reporting interval
(20 ms) can be seen on Fig. 5. A slower response is caused
by longer phase estimation window. PMU_AB response
difference lasts three reporting intervals (60 ms). Additional
two intervals are introduced by adaptive sampling algorithm
which lessens PMU_A angle error of at stationary nonnominal frequencies condition.
PMU_AA responses shown on Fig. 3 and 5 confirms that
PMU_AA setting is inadequate for tracking of dynamic
events in transmission network due to slow response time
and overshoot. In following pages responses from PMU_AB
and PMU_AC are compared with PMU_B used as reference
PMU.
C. Frequency stepping
To determine PMU_A adaptive sampling ability to
correct measurement errors, responses on several frequency
steps up to ±2 Hz from nominal frequency were checked.
Results showed that deviations of amplitude are negligible.
Estimated angle differences between PMU_AB and

Fig. 7. PMU_AB and PMU_AC responses to frequency ramp -1 Hz/s,
(a) angle differences to PMU_B reference, (b) frequency ramp

Amplitude deviations recorded during the test are
negligible in terms of protection algorithms.
Angle difference comparing to PMU_B angle reference
is shown on Fig 7a. Delay of 3 reporting intervals in
correction algorithm exposes PMU_AB inability to
compensate angle error while frequency is changing.
.Previously detected deviation of -4.5°/Hz in PMU_AC
algorithm is visible on Fig 7a.

±0.45° and angle deviation is in phase with frequency in
steady-state.
F. PMU_A type device paramater set sellection
After conducted simulations and analysis responses on
Fig. 5 and 8, “C” settings for PMU_A type are selected as
optimal because of following conclusions:
1) No overshoot in PMU_AC reposonse on step change.

E. Voltage angle modulation
To compare different PMUs algorithm responses on
oscillations that can appear in transmission system a test
signal with modulated voltage angle was generated.
Frequency modulation of 1 Hz was chosen as adequate for
mimicking oscillations recorded in transmission network of
Croatian TSO [16].
Angle voltage amplitude modulation of 5.7° creates
frequency amplitude oscillation of ±0.1 Hz. Results of
testing confirmed that deviations in estimated voltage
amplitude are negligible, Fig 8.

Fig. 8. Angle modulation test – (a) input voltage angle, (b) PMU_AB and
PMU_AC angle difference to PMU_B reference, (c) resulting frequency

Maximum angle deviation of PMU_AB algorithm in
transient period is -0.42°. After initial period, difference is
limited by ±0.1° amplitude. Angle difference peak is in
phase with input angle amplitude peak. Deviation at the
beginning of transient period of angle in PMU_AC is same
as in PMU_AB with value -0.42°. Amplitude deviation is

2) Setlling time after step response for PMU_AC
algorithm is 40 ms thus shorter than PMU_AB settling time
which is 80 ms.
3) Angle error of PMU_AC on not nominal frequencies
can be corrected with measuerd frequency and correction of
+4.5° for one Hz differntial from nominal frequency.
Complex and extensive analysis of laboratory testing was
completed with the final setting selected for PMU_A device.
All PMU_A devices in transmission network were set
accordingly including the device used in the field test carried
out on 400 kV line.
G. Field test for overhead line 400 kV Melina - Tumbri
The whole path for phasor data was rechecked in field
test in the second phase of project. TSO has done for the first
time this complex PMUs field testing in two different 400
kV substations and control center. The topology of test setup
was similar as one presented at Fig. 1. PMUs were on each
side of 400 kV line generating synchrophasor data and
sending it to WAMPAC PDC in control center. Line length
is 127 km and the nearest substation is 20 km farther from
control center. Relay outputs on PMU devices were used for
a closed PMU-PDC-PMU loop response time measurement.
Synchronized angle steps of 10° were generated to check
stationary states. At each stationary state (0°, 10°,…, 340°,
350°) one PMU was subjected to step change of ±20°.
Primary trigger mechanism on PDC server is set to
instant firing when voltage angle difference is greater than
15°. Activation of triggering mechanism initiated command
for binary output change on PMU_B device in substation.
Binary output transition was used for PMU-PDC-PMU loop
total response time measurement. Secondary triggering
mechanism is set on voltage angle difference of 3° and time
delay of 40 ms. Role of secondary triggering mechanism was
to check the hypothesis that with 40 ms delay the difference
between estimation algorithms of PMU_AC and PMU_B
can be suppressed.
Step response of ±20° on PMU_B is presented on Fig. 9
and for PMU_AC on Fig. 10. Purple shaded field on figures
marks periods of triggering mechanism activation. Presented
diagrams confirm the preposition that chosen 40 ms delay
suppresses the difference between PMU_AC and PMU_B
algorithms. Furthermore, it is visible that triggering is faster
when difference is induced on PMU_B device, which can be
attributed to faster response time of the device.

Detail analyses determined the most appropriated setting
for PMU_A type for utilization in WAMPAC system in
control center. Algorithms for protection purposes in that
system should use some suppressed time delay. In case for
Croatian TSO and two type vendor, 40 ms delay were set in
WAMPAC system.
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